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The allocation of organs for transplant provides a perfect test case for looking at our reasoning

regarding the ethics of allocation of resources. Organs are universally scarce and clearly beneficial to

many patients. In the United States, we have 120,000 patients waiting for organs. 99,000 of them are

waiting for kidneys. So looking at the allocation of kidneys provides a good example for us to examine.

In the 1980s, we developed a formula for the allocation of kidneys. We discovered that antigens

determine the likelihood of rejection of an organ. Antigens present in the body, referred to as HLA

antigens, predict whether a kidney is likely to be rejected. There are six of those antigens in each of us.

And since there are many different possible combinations, it could be that as few as one or two people

in the entire country would be a perfect six-antigen match with an available donor kidney.

Once we knew that, it seemed reasonable to allocate the organs to those persons who have the best

ideally a six-antigen match. We adopted a policy that gave points for each antigen that matched, as well

as some other factors, like blood type and the like. And we use that as the basis for allocating kidneys.

When we did so, we discovered a problem we hadn't anticipated. It turns out that HLA antigens

correlate with racial and ethnic groups. So a certain ethnic group predictably is going to do better in

kidney allocation, if we give a lot of weight to the HLA antigen.

Now, before I tell you who the winners are if we use HLA antigen, let me ask you, do you want to make

the kidney allocation formula as efficient as possible, knowing that it's going to favor a certain ethnic

group? Or do you want to give everyone a relatively fair shot at an organ, even though it will lower the

probability of success and make the system slightly less efficient?

If you are puzzled by the ethnic correlation, let me tell you that we also developed data that showed that

one gender did slightly better than the other gender. So if we want to run a maximally efficient kidney

allocation, we would tend to favor the gender that does better. Moreover, one income group did better

than other income groups. One age group did better than other age groups.

Do you want a maximally efficient kidney allocation knowing that it will favor an ethnic group, a gender

and age group, and an income group? Or do we apply a principle of justice that strives to give people a

more equal shot?
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If we're utilitarians about this, we would opt for an allocation formula that favors young Caucasian

middle-class males. Now, statistically that means most of you would be losers for one reason or another

in the kidney allocation. But it would be a maximally efficient system.

Once we understood the discriminatory effect of a utilitarian allocation, we intentionally retooled the

kidney formula. The claim was that for a public health care system like the kidney program in the United

States, we simply could not tolerate morally a system that favored one particular group at the expense

of others, while we are expecting everyone to be a contributor of organs at the time of their death, if

their organs are suitable. So we shifted to a formula that gave much more weight to time on the waiting

list.

There's another issue of fairness when it comes to allocating organs. And that brings us up to a much

more recent case. In late 2013, there was in Philadelphia a youngster named Sarah Murnaghan who

had cystic fibrosis. It was developing rapidly. And the only possible chance of her surviving was for her

to get a lung transplant.

The one transplant allocation algorithm separated patients into three age categories-- those below age

12, adolescents, and then adults. And children got priority for children's lungs but had the lowest priority

for adult lungs. This was based partly on concern about matching size and the like. But it turns out that

most of the lungs that are available for transplant are from adults.

So Sarah Murnaghan's mother said that's unfair to children. She filed a lawsuit demanding that her

daughter also be listed on the adult list without putting her at the bottom of the list. The court agreed

that, at least temporarily, while we sort out this issue, that Sarah should be listed on not only high

priority for child's organs but equal priority for an adult's organs. That, in turn, raised the question of

whether that was overcompensating and, thereby, unfair to the adult who would not get lungs, if they

are diverted to a child like Sarah Murnaghan.

The ethics of the role of age in allocation is a serious and complicated question. Quite clearly from a

utilitarian perspective, giving an organ to a child has many more potential years of benefit attached to it.

So a utilitarian would recognize the legitimacy of giving the priority to a child.

Others would say that's unfair. You're not treating people who are equally sick as equals. An adult

should have equal standing with children.
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More recently, sophisticated justice theorists have questioned whether that, in fact, is the correct

conclusion. Some, using what's called a fair innings argument, says that if you have a child and an adult

who are equally sick, they're not exactly equally poorly off. If you doubt that, ask yourself whether you'd

rather have your lung disease that requires a transplant when you're a child or when you're an adult.

Most of us would say the child is much worse off because they've had fewer years of good life. And,

therefore, in the name of justice, striving to help the worst off, children actually are entitled to a benefit.

Now that probably should come not from an ad hoc lawsuit, as we saw in the Sarah Murnaghan case,

but from retooling the lung allocation formula so that perhaps children would get some advantage but

would not get too much of an advantage.
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